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JOINT CONVERSATIONS

‘Time 4 Hemp' made its debut Jan 5th 1991, with Casper Leitch as the host. Over the next 23 years this series has blossomed into a 

Global Broadcasting Network featuring amazing activists, radio hosts, writers, producers and litigation experts who have come 

together in one voice denouncing marijuana prohibition.  Advertising with this team has tremendous benefits!

There has never been a more important time to invest in the Cannabis Movement than today, with Time 4 Hemp. This network has 

the power, through mainstream broadcasting on iHeartRadio, along with the HIGH QUALITY production with the all-star lineup, to 

reach over 10.5 million registered iHeartRadio users and syndicated listening channels around the world.

If you are looking for an explosive opportunity to talk to your key audience - then become a sponsor on our broadcasting network.  

We will create the perfect advertising package that offers the most traction for your campaign. In such an historic time, the 

companies, individuals and organizations who advertise on Time 4 Hemp will have their voices heard and their support made clear 

as we aggressively expand our global audience. Your dollars will help put these social icons and their programs on this network in 

front of millions of people and forever change the landscape of informed activism.  

Why being a
podcast sponsor

is good for business

Time 4 Change
Time 4 Hemp has started a new FORMAT at the network as we 

are now broadcasting 24-hours a day 7-days a week – NON 

STOP.  This began midnight July 26, 2014

 All programming will now be recorded a week before being 

released into broadcast. This should give our hosts the ability to 

always have programming recorded in advance so as to remove 

the pressure of dealing with a tight deadline.  There are MANY 

benefits from recording our programs in advance. If there are 

problems in the show such as SKYPE drops or a guest has a bad connection, we can start over again from 

the point of the problem and after the production has been recorded, we can then REMOVE the technical 

problems that occurred.  

Doing our programming in this format now makes it possible to CONSTANTLY add content to the LIVE 

FEED and when people tune in to listen, they will NO LONGER HAVE TO REFRESH THEIR BROWSER 

AT THE END OF EACH SHOW….they just need to hit the PLAY BUTTON only once and walk away - just 

like when you visit KISS-FM or Q-95….and the network will play all day. If you own a vapor lounge, a café or 

maybe a store that's sells cannabis related products you too can do the same thing which will allow your 

costumers to hear from cannabis advocates located around the world….all on one station.

Many things encouraged us to move in this direction. People were getting tired of refreshing their browsers 

at the end of each show for starters and the on-going technical problems along with late starts and 

archiving problems.  Sasha and I noticed how easy it was on us when we dealt with recorded programming 

as opposed to live programming.  More importantly, we notice how much stress was lifted off of us when 

not tied to a tight schedule.  

I really hope that amongst all the current changes we are going through, we DO NOT lose any or our 

program host.  All of the programming we have is stellar!!  If I had to sit down and cancel one of our 

series….I'm not sure what I'd do or how I'd do it.  Every one of the programs we have on The Time 4 Hemp 

Global Broadcasting Network is FANTASTIC!!!!! TRULY WONDERFUL and informative and entertaining 

and unique!  Each of the host on the network is like a member of our family for Sasha and I.  We love each 

and every one of them deeply – each for their own very special reason.

Casper Leitch and Sasha Gomon
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Time4Confusion

I'm a bit confused and here's why. Everyday billions of 

people go about their daily lives with no second 

thought on what they may be doing or what they may 

be handling. Every year barbeques are sold with 

people purchasing propane so that they can cook 

with them. We fill up our cars with gasoline in order to 

drive to work or visit family and friends. When we 

need thinners to clean up after painting a room we 

purchase it at the local hardware store.  These are 

items that can be sold to anyone of any age but these examples are products that are highly flammable and 

can be used to harm and hurt people, accidently or on purpose. Unfortunately some of them such as the 

gas and solvents are being inhaled by people as a way to get high.

It doesn't end there though. My confusion runs into what people can consume. For example people can die 

from a caffeine overdose yet we can buy it as a powder in a jar, it's in our coffees, it comes in chocolate and 

many other products such as today's energy drinks. The May death of an eighteen year old Ohio teen from 

caffeine toxicity shows it can happen to a person of any age. People also die and suffer every year from 

food allergies. A perfect example of this is peanuts, a product that many drinking establishments serve for 

free to their customers.  All it takes is a peanut eating person to kiss a loved one, who is allergic to peanuts 

and that loved one may not be with them much longer. If you do an online search you will find that humans 

can be poisoned by regular every day vegetables such as tomatoes, potatoes and many others.  Like 

above these are sold to anyone of any age but can harm and hurt people.  Sugars also cause a lot of 

problems but I'm not going to go there although I will let my friend and fellow advocate Russell Barth does 

so in this month's Editor - Al Pick. 

When we have a cold or are suffering from the aches and pains of a cold or fever, many people head to your 

local drug store. While there we pass by many choices of aspirins and cough medications never mind 

everything else that is available at these places. Over the years many people have died accidently or on 

purpose through the over consumption of these medications which again are available to any one of any 

age.

These are just a very small example of things that many 

of use every day without a thought of what harm can be 

done with or by them. Obviously the majority of us don't 

use them wrongfully because we are educated on how to 

use them properly and in a safe manner.

They tell us cannabis is illegal because it's dangerous to 

us. The main concern is that they say is its very slim 

ability to cause a mental illness. So what leaves me 

really confused is..if we can use the above products 

which are more dangerous than cannabis due to the 

possibility of them causing death, then why can't people 

be educated on how to use cannabis? Isn't death a 

danger…. or am I just confused?
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Activists Are Planting Weed In Public All Over the UK
By Jake Lewis Jun 16 2014

Historically, British cannabis campaigners haven't had a lot 

of luck when it comes to the battle for legalisation. For 

whatever reason, politicians don't seem to pay much 

attention to the thousands of stoner activists who gather in 

Hyde Park every year to get high in the rain, and all the 

other protests and petitions – often organised by different 

groups throughout the country – have mostly been too 

small to even generate any media interest, let alone bring 

about meaningful change.

Denver Still Not Overrun By Lawless Zombie Stoners, After 5 
Months Of Legal Weed Sales

The Huffington Post  | By Matt Ferner Posted: 06/16/2014  

huffingtonpost.com 

It's been five months since residents and tourists alike 

could buy their first legal bags of marijuana in Denver, and 

despite the fears of many law enforcers, crime in the city 

still has not gone up.

Philadelphia city council votes to decriminalize pot possession

BY DANIEL KELLEYThu Jun 19, 2014   reuters.com

(Reuters) - The Philadelphia City Council on Thursday 

passed a measure decriminalizing possession of small 

amounts of marijuana, following a wave of U.S. states and 

cities lowering penalties on the drug.

Marijuana decriminalization bill heads to Delaware House
for a vote

JUNE 18, 2014BY SHANA O'MALLEY     newsworks.org  

A bill that would reduce the penalties for those caught with 

small amounts of marijuana is making its way through the 

Delaware Legislature.House Bill 371 removes jail time and 

criminal charges for those in possession of an ounce or 

less of marijuana.

Don't look for pot brownies when Washington legal marijuana
sales start

BY JOSH KERNS  on June 20, 2014

When marijuana retailers open for business in Washington 

state next month, it's likely they won't have any marijuana-

infused brownies, cookies or other edibles on their shelves 

despite their popularity.

552 Armour Road Peterborough, Ontario

L.L.B.O. ACE educational movies!
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INDA-GRO

INDA-GRO

Induction Grow Lights

Induction Grow Lights

“Sunlight in a box”

“Sunlight in a box”

Stop Pretending Marijuana Prohibition Protects Children
Michael BolenHuffPost Canada News Editor            

Posted: 01/12/2014   huffingtonpost.ca

We must protect our kids from the scourge of 

marijuana.That's the line you'll hear from Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper and New York Times columnist David 

Brooks.The Tories can't even mention Justin Trudeau and 

his plan to legalize pot without resorting to a plea to 'think 

of the children!' 

Barcelona Is Fighting an Overdose of Cannabis Clubs

By Carol MatlackJune 13, 2014  businessweek.com

Barcelona has a new tourist attraction that some locals 

wish would disappear: a burgeoning number of “cannabis 

clubs,” where people can legally buy and smoke 

pot.Although selling marijuana is against the law in Spain, 

some regions allow local residents to set up nonprofit 

clubs whose members grow and share it for personal use.

Uruguay's first marijuana club seeks recognition

By By Leonardo Haberkorn June 24, 2014

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (AP) — A group has taken steps 

to become the first officially recognized marijuana-growing 

club in Uruguay, where lawmakers have made their 

country the world's first national marketplace for legal pot.

Even as marijuana gains ground, some tightly enforce laws

BY MARC FISHER June 21     washingtonpost.com

WEIRTON, W.Va. — Taped to the wall of pride inside the 

Hancock County drug task force's bare-bones office, a 

snapshot of eight marijuana plants draped over coat 

hangers serves as evidence of one more small triumph in 

the war on weed.

Marijuana
Majority 
( )

BREAKING: The New York 
legislature just passed a bill to 
make the Empire State the 
23rd in the nation with a 
medical #marijuana law! 
#mmot

@JoinTheMajority
2014-06-20, 2:28 PM

Repeal Prohibition, Again

 By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
United States to come to its senses and end Prohibition, 

13 years in which people kept drinking, otherwise law-

abiding citizens became criminals and crime syndicates 

arose and flourished. It has been more than 40 years 

since Congress passed the current ban on marijuana, 

inflicting great harm on society just to prohibit a substance 

far less dangerous than alcohol.

It took 13 years for the 
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Washington Prepares for Marijuana Retail Sales

OLYMPIA, Wash. — Jun 24, 2014, By RACHEL LA CORTE 

Associated Press  abcnews.go.com

As Washington state prepares to issue the first licenses for 

marijuana retail stores, Gov. Jay Inslee and other state 

leaders on Tuesday announced a coordinated campaign to 

make sure pot stays out of the hands of minors once 

products start hitting store shelves next month.

House Republicans might accidentally legalize marijuana in DC

by German Lopez on June 26, 2014 VOX.com

A House Republican vote to block decriminalized marijuana 

in the District of Columbia could have a big unintended 

consequence: effectively legalizing pot in the nation's 

capital.Here's the story: DC's decriminalization law ends the 

$1,000 fine and one-year jail sentence that was previously 

attached to marijuana possession. 

The Cannabis 
Times 
( )

"When I was a kid I 
inhaled frequently. 
That was the point." - 
President Barack 
Obama

@cannabis_times
2014-06-19, 3:39 PM

Colorado marijuana shops are not selling to minors, but
liquor stores are

By William Breathes June 26, 2014

Not a single gram of herb has been illegally sold over the 

counter of a retail or medical marijuana center in Colorado to 

minors, according to a report released today by the state 

Marijuana Enforcement Division. The stats undermine claims 

from anti-cannabis groups that dispensaries are responsible 

for minors obtaining cannabis.

House committee passes 'rider' to halt marijuana decriminalization

in D.C.
By Andrea Noble - The Washington Times  June 25, 201

A Republican-led congressional committee voted 

Wednesday to block implementation of a local law 

decriminalizing possession of small amounts of marijuana in 

the nation's capital, leaving uncertain the fate of the 

measure set to take effect next month.

How Legalizing Pot Would Help National Security & Reduce

Border Instability
July 14, 2014 Huffington Post / By H. A. Goodman

The national security goals of our country have been 

implemented in recent years by waging two decade-long 

insurgent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, nation building in 

those countries, and increased surveillance on our citizens. 

While  3,459 U.S. soldiers have died in the ongoing 

Afghanistan War, a total of  4,804 soldiers have given their 

lives in Iraq.
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Marijuana use OK'd for hospital patients in Sherbrooke, Que.

CBC News Posted: Jun 19, 2014  cbc.ca

Doctors, dentists and pharmacists at Quebec's 

Sherbrooke University Hospital Centre have unanimously 

approved the use of medical marijuana in patients' 

rooms.“By law we are here to help to maintain and 

promote and heal patients. So in the process, if at one 

point marijuana has to be used, we should be there for 

the patient,” said Dr. Serge Lepage

Major Federal Health Official Admits That Prohibition Has 
Harmed Research Into Marijuana's Benefits

By Paul ArmentanoJune 20, 2014   alternet.org

Those who work in marijuana policy reform have long 

been aware that federal regulations and agencies 

significantly impede investigators' ability to conduct 

clinical studies of cannabis, in particular those protocols 

designed to evaluate the plant's therapeutic potential.

Medical marijuana ingredient prevents brain damage in mice

GEOFFREY MOHAN     latimes.com

The words “marijuana” and “brain damage” usually go in 

that order in medical literature. An Israeli researcher has 

flipped them around, finding that THC, the active 

ingredient in marijuana, may arrest some forms of brain 

damage in mice.

Puff? Pass. New York to Legalize Smoke-Free Medical
Marijuana Only

BY COLIN DAILEDA    June 11/14        mashable.com  

New York legislators agreed to legalize some forms of 

medical marijuana on Thursday — but still won't allow 

patients to take a puff.Doctors — and only doctors — will 

be allowed to prescribe New Yorkers with vaporized and 

oil-based marijuana as well as marijuana pills to calm pain 

that can be associated with diseases such as AIDS, 

cancer, multiple sclerosis and epilepsy.

Marijuana Considered for Looser Restrictions by U.S. FDA

By Anna EdneyJun 20, 2014 bloomberg.com

U.S. regulators are studying whether restrictions on 

marijuana should be eased, a step toward decriminalizing 

the drug at the federal level.

347 Pido Rd. Unit #15
Peterborough, ON

Toll Free: 1-866-745-6868
Manufacturer of PHC Garden Products

PETERBOROUGH
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House committee approves medicinal cannabis oil
Posted: Jun 18, 2014  wncn.com

by Katelyn Ferral, Associated Press 

RALEIGH, N.C. -Stephen Carlin wept Wednesday after a 

House committee approved a measure to legalize hemp oil 

manufactured from a marijuana plant to treat people like his 

daughter, who suffers from a severe form of epilepsy.

Supreme Court Keeps Medical Marijuana Illegal

May 14By Jackie Judd

The Supreme Court declined today to make an exception 

that would legalize the medical use of marijuana under 

federal law.Federal law labels marijuana an illegal 

"controlled substance." And in a unanimous 8-0 ruling, the 

high court ruled that patients with debilitating diseases who 

take the drug to relieve their pain would be doing so illegally.

Editorial: N.J. medical marijuana program dysfunction is product
of Christie's stonewalling

By Times of Trenton Editorial Board  June 26, 2014      

nj.com

New Jersey's medical marijuana program has been a 

resounding success — for those who deal pot illegally.Only 

2,342 patients of the estimated tens of thousands expected 

to sign up are frequenting the state's three dispensaries to 

purchase marijuana legally.

Proposed medical pot rules threaten vets

By Joseph Wilson / Former U.S. Ambassador June 29, 2014  

abqjournal.com

Over the past several weeks I have been following the 

growing scandal concerning our country's Veterans Affairs 

system and their disgraceful treatment of American military 

veterans with disgust. Sadly, we have also learned that 

veterans here in New Mexico have not been treated any 

Germany allows seriously ill patients to grow their own cannabis

By Reuters  22 Jul 2014

A German court ruled on Tuesday that some people 

suffering from chronic pain should be able to cultivate their 

own cannabis "for therapeutic purposes".
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Hemp: New law lets farmers register year-round to grow crop
By Melanie Asmar Mon., Jun. 16 2014

The industrial hemp growing registration period is open 

again -- and it will stay that way year-round from now on, 

thanks to a bill passed by lawmakers earlier this year. The 

bill, which was signed into law on May 31 and is on view 

below, removes the annual May 1 registration deadline for 

farmers wanting to grow newly legal industrial hemp. A 

rule issued by the state agriculture commissioner last 

week now simply requires farmers to register with the 

state thirty days before they intend to plant.

Want To Grow Hemp in Tennessee? There Are Some Hoop
to Jump Through

By MICAH BRADLEY (NASHVILLE PUBLIC RADIO)THU 

JUNE 19, 2014  wkms.org

The Tennessee Department of Agriculture has just 

proposed rules for farmers wanting to grow hemp, and 

they're pretty strict.Some of the potential rules include 

requiring a $500 license, providing GPS coordinates of 

hemp fields, and being subject to random testing of THC 

levels, which should be at trace amounts compared to 

marijuana.

Canadian hemp seeds seized at U.S.-Canada border

By Kristen Wyatt  The Associated Press  06/ 19/14 

globalnews.com

DENVER – Industrial hemp seeds from MacGregor, Man., 

bound for Colorado — 160 kilograms worth — were 

seized by U.S. federal authorities in North Dakota on 

Saturday.

Tasmanian hemp industry gets priority from State Government

BY LUCY SHANNONJune 30, 2014

The establishment of an industrial hemp industry in 

Tasmania will be a government priority, State Minister for 

Primary Industries Jeremy Rockliff has pledged.

A tip for American farmers: Grow hemp, make money

By DOUG FINE  June 25/14 latimes.com

After a 77-year break, hemp plants are growing in 

American soil again. Right now, in fact. If you hear 

farmers from South Carolina to Hawaii shouting "God 

bless America," the reason isn't because Thomas 

Jefferson drafted the Declaration of Independence on 

hemp paper (he did). 
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How to make Green Dragon?

http://www.thecannabischef.co

m/content/how-make-green-

dragon

THE CANNABIS CHEFBY  

Learn how to make the popular 

cannabis infused alcohol drink 

called Green Dragon with this 

amazing recipe! It is important 

to first DECARB your marijuana 

before following this tutorial. To 

do this place the cannabis on a 

baking sheet in the oven at 150 °F (65 °C) for 30-60 minutes.

Ingredients:1/2-1 oz (15-30 g) finely ground and dried cannabis-  10-20 oz 

(290-580 g) high proof alcohol (for instance Bacardi 151 Rum)

For this recipe a 96% consumer alcohol grade was used, but since this is 

not available in every country. We therefore recommended a high proof rum 

or vodka. The higher the alcohol percentage the better, since the active 

component in cannabis (THC) is alcohol soluble.

Making the Green Dragon: Place the finely ground and dried marijuana 

into an airtight container. Pour alcohol over the cannabis, and put the lid on 

the container. Store in a cool, shaded space for at least 10 days. The longer 

you wait, the better. Shake several times a day. Strain to remove plant 

matter. Enjoy your cannabis infused alcohol!

Serving Suggestions: Add 1 part of the cannabis infused alcohol to 1 or 2 

parts of Sprite or Coca Cola. You can sweeten the taste further by adding 

sugar or honey.

Cannabis Jello Shots
BY  

Jello shots that get you high! Try this 

green dragon based treat at your next 

party! The Cannabis Chef Original Weed 

Recipe!

Estimated Time: 5 minutes (preparation) 

– Up to 4 hours for Jello to set

Serves: Makes about 30 – 1oz Shots

Ingredients:6oz Jello (large box)  -16oz 

water (boiling)  -  6oz water (cold)  -  10oz  (click for recipe)

Instructions:Bring 16oz of water to a boil.  -  Add jello mix into the boiling 

water, mix until completely dissolved.  -  Turn off heat (important, so you 

don't evaporate the alcohol!)  -  Add 6oz cold water, followed by 10oz 

  -  Pour into 1oz Shot Glasses (3 Pack)or small paper or plastic 

cups.  -  Place shots into the refrigerator and allow to set, this may take up 

to 4 hours.

For other cool weed alcohol tincture recipes see 

THE CANNABIS CHEF

Green Dragon

Green 

Dragon

The Cannabis Cookbook: 

Over 35 Tasty Recipes for Meals, Munchies, and More

Bed & Breakfast
Rustic Camping

Ontario, CANADA
(613) 358-9375

NEXT EVENT: Aug 30th – Sept 1st Swinging 50's & 60's  
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Marc Emery: His Final Blog from U.S. Federal Prison

By Marc Emery - Monday, June 30 2014 cannabisculture.com

This is my last blog from the terminals of the US Bureau of 

Prisons. My sentence was for five years (1,825 days), and I earned 

all 235 days of my eligible good conduct credit, so my sentence 

officially ends at 1,590 days, which is Wednesday, July 9th.

On Thursday, July 10th, US Immigration picks me up and takes me 

to the private, for-profit GEO Group in Jena, Louisiana, where I will be 

processed for deportation back to Canada.

My understanding is that I'll be dropped off ultimately at the border in Windsor, Ontario; I'm thinking 

sometime between August 10 and August 25, but we have no way of knowing for sure. You'd think that 

would be a straightforward process, taking a few days at most, but  

detention center, and thus, they are making money for every day I am there.

And because the Canadian federal government is involved, these bureaucrats have a tendency to be 

slower than they ought to be. So I may need your help in providing motivation for them to repatriate me 

back to Canada on a more reasonable and timely schedule.

Once I arrive at LaSalle I will be given an "alien number", and Jodie will update this blog to indicate 

what my "A" number is. When you see my "A" number in this blog, I've been told that you can actually 

send me messages over the phone by calling this number: 318-992-7800. The receptionist, Marc 

Wright, will deliver written messages to me three times a day. I have unlimited phone usage there, but 

no email like I've had with the federal Bureau of Prisons' Corrlinks program

When I get my "A" number, I am also assigned my deportation officer. I will fill out my temporary 

passport information, have my photo taken. I'll fill out my forms, and my deportation officer fills in his 

part, and forwards it to the Canadian Consul in Dallas, Texas, a fellow by the name of David Martinez. 

Once I am at LaSalle, Jodie will post that phone number here.

All of the communication between LaSalle and the Canadian Consul in Dallas (who liaisons to his boss 

in Ottawa) is done electronically, so ought to be done quickly – that is, within days. But I am certain that 

perfidious actors in Ottawa could choose to be deliberately slow, lazy or obstructive, simply because it's 

me, and the Harper government is hardly eager to have me back in Canada. That is where my many 

supporters can influence events, should this procedure get unduly tardy; I may need all of you to call 

one of those three locations, or all three locations, for several hours a day, urging an end to any 

questionable delays if they should happen. But we will see. Just be ready to help if you are so inclined!

Once the government paperwork is completed, and my temporary passport is done, the INS people at 

LaSalle merely need to book my flight, then take me to Alexandria, Louisiana and fly me to Detroit, 

Michigan and escort me over the border point into Windsor, Ontario. However, many US-imprisoned 

Canadians have waited weeks for their flights to be booked, because the prisons make more money 

the longer we are there. But then again, let us be optimistic and hope that a big campaign to urge my 

speedy return will prove to be unnecessary.

At this facility, we don't get outside much, but I can buy items from the commissary daily. I can't take 

anything with me from Yazoo to LaSalle, but I will get a brief subscription to the NY Times while I am 

there, which I hope is four to six weeks at the most. My mailing address for letters will be posted in this 

space once I am there after July 10th. I'll need money immediately, and that can only be done with US 

LaSalle Detention Facility 

LaSalle is a for-profit GEO Group

POW
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credit cards (based on my previous experience in a private prison).

If you want to send me anything to help me get comfortable upon arrival and during my hopefully-short 

stay, you can use your credit card to send me $20 or $30 to help pay for my phone calls – I'll call you to 

thank you! – and buy food and clothes. Refer to my name and "A" number (when it gets posted once 

Jodie knows), and call 1-866-345-1884. I believe only US credit cards will work, but I hope Canadian 

credit cards will be okay too, because that's all Jodie has!

When I am finally to be placed on a plane in Alexandria, Louisiana, and flown to Detroit, I will be met by 

two US Marshalls, and then driven through the tunnel to the Windsor, Ontario Canadian Customs & 

Immigration office. I hope I will have enough advance notice to call Jodie and have her fly stand-by to 

Toronto from Vancouver, then get to Windsor to be there waiting for me. And if you live in the Windsor 

area, I hope to see you there also! (Follow Jodie on for regular updates)

We will have an impromptu gathering somewhere Windsor after my arrival, and within twelve hours I 

will take the train or some transport to Toronto, where we will have another party at Vapor Central and 

other venues for meeting people will surely be planned and announced, but everything will be done 

short-notice, so stay tuned for news alerts!

I will be seeing my siblings in London, Ontario and Newmarket, Ontario, buying some clothes and a 

pair of glasses, and doing interviews with media. After spending five days out there, I will return with 

Jodie to Vancouver, have a few public events and private parties, get settled in at work in our Cannabis 

Culture store, and marvel at all the changes in Vancouver – including hundreds of new buildings, 35 

dispensaries, years of developments at Marc & Jodie Emery's Cannabis Culture store, and more.

I want to close this final prison blog with a sincere Thank You to our supporters, who helped in so 

many ways during these long years of my incarceration. Jodie and I appreciate everything you've done 

for both us and the movement at large in my absence. I can't wait to get home to thank you all in 

person in the weeks and months ahead, and resume the unfinished battle to finish off marijuana 

prohibition with renewed vigor. I hope you'll be there with me!

Editor Note: Due its size this is a condensed version of Marc Emery's final prison blog. Please go to 

 in order to read the complete article. 

Twitter.com/JodieEmery 

http://www.cannabisculture.com/blogs/2014/06/30/Marc-Emery-His-Final-Blog-US-Federal-
Prison

Dr. Lester Grinspoon Is Associate Professor Emeritus of  at 

. Grinspoon was senior psychiatrist at the Massachusetts Mental 

Health Center in Boston for 40 years. Dr. Grinspoon is a  of the 

 and the 

. When Grinspoon began studying marijuana in 1967, his intention 

was to "define scientifically the nature and degree of those dangers" but as he 

reviewed the existing literature on the subject Grinspoon reached the 

conclusion he and the general public had been misinformed and misled. "There was little empirical 

evidence to support my beliefs about the dangers of marijuana," and he was convinced cannabis was 

much less harmful than he had believed. The title of Marihuana Reconsidered "reflected that change in 

view." 

 Click on the picture and go to  &   to learn more about Dr. Grinspoon

Psychiatry Harvard 

Medical School

fellow American 

Association for the Advancement of Science American Psychiatric 

Association

Google Youtube
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Cannabis Patients Out of Time

Every Sunday at 10:00 – 11:00 a.m. (PST)

Host: Mary Lynn Mathre and Al Byrne 

President and Co-founder of Patients Out of Time, a national non-profit 

organization dedicated to educating health care professionals and the 

public about the therapeutic use of cannabis.

 For Patients Out Of Time

 Mary Lynn (ML) Mathre, RN, MSN, CARN is a cannabis nurse educator and 

addictions consultant.  She is the President and Co-founder of Patients Out of Time, a 501c3 educational charity 

dedicated to educating health care professionals and the public about the therapeutic use of cannabis and the 

emerging science on the endocannabinoid system.  She is also the President and a Founding member of the 

American Cannabis Nurses Association (ACNA), a new specialty nursing organization with its mission to 

advance excellence in cannabis nursing practice through advocacy, collaboration, education, research and policy 

development. ( )

ML has written numerous cannabis articles in peer-reviewed journals; presented at various state and national 

conferences on medicinal cannabis; drafted resolutions in support of patient access to medical cannabis for 

several organizations including the Virginia Nurses Society on Addictions, the Virginia Nurses Association, the 

American Public Health Association, the American Nurses Association, and assisted with other state nurses 

associations' resolutions; co-produced an award winning video,  Marijuana as Medicine (in 1992); and has 

contributed a chapter, Taking Action – Reefer Madness: The Clash of Science, Politics, and Medical Marijuana, 

to the nursing text, Policy and Politics in Nursing and Health Care, beginning in 2007 with the 5th edition to the 

7th edition due out in 2014.  She is the editor of the cannabis classic, Cannabis in Medical Practice: A Legal, 

Historical and Pharmacological Overview of the Therapeutic Use of Marijuana (1997) and co-editor ofWomen 

and Cannabis: Medicine, Science and Sociology (2003).  Ms. Mathre was also on the editorial board for the 

Journal of Cannabis Therapeutics from 2001 to 2003 when it was discontinued.

Mathre earned her Masters degree at Case Western Reserve University and her thesis was A Survey on 

Disclosure of Marijuana Use to Health Care Professionals (1985).  In the past Mathre served as the Director of 

NORML's Council on Marijuana & Health, a past board member of NORML, Co-founder and President of the 

Virginia Nurses Society on Addictions and past board member and Secretary of the  National Nurses Society on 

Addictions (now the International Nurses Society on Addictions).  Mathre also served as a Lt. in the U.S. Navy 

Nurse Corps during the Vietnam War era and is a board member of Veterans for Medical Cannabis Access 

(VMCA).

Mathre's nursing career began in medical-surgical nursing in the Navy until 1979 and then in civilian hospitals 

and she changed her focus to addictions nursing in 1987 when she was charge nurse at the University of 

Virginia's Addiction Treatment Program and beginning in 1992 worked as the Addictions Consult Nurse for the 

UVA Health System until 2002.  She was the first nurse to achieve the Clinician 5 (expert) level of practice at UVA 

(1992) and served as the President of the nursing staff in 1994.  Following that she worked as the Executive 

Director of a methadone clinic in Charlottesville, VA.  She has been a Certified Addictions Registered Nurse 

(CARN) since 1989; serves on the editorial board for the Journal of Addictions Nursing; consults on brief 

interventions for substance abuse and harm reduction practices, and since 1992 has contributed the chapter on 

Alcohol, Tobacco & Other Drug Problems in the Community in Stanhope and Lancaster's nursing text,Community 

Health Nursing.

http://time4hemp.com/cannabis-patients-out-of-time/

Website

www.cannabisnurse.org
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Al Byrne is Co-founder, CEO and Secretary-Treasurer of Patients Out of Time, a 

national non-profit (501c3, educational charity) and Virginia corporation devoted to 

educating health care professionals and the general public about the therapeutic uses 

of marijuana.  He works with the four remaining federally supplied cannabis patients, 

who are enrolled in the Compassionate Individual New Drug (IND) Program (a US 

federal program).

As the son of a cancer patient who used cannabis in 1966 to relieve the negative 

aspects of cancer chemotherapy, he has maintained activism in reforming cannabis 

laws since that time.

He served on the Board of Directors of the National Organization for the Reform of 

Marijuana Laws (NORML) from 1989 to 1994 acting as Managing Director of the organization during 1991 and 

1992 and as the National Secretary 1992 to 1994.

Mr. Byrne is a United States representative of patient advocacy for the European based International Academy of 

Cannabis Medicine (IACM).  He sits on various Boards of cannabis orientated organizations.  He has moderated 

a large number of debates and conferences about cannabis reforms including the on-going clinical conference 

series of Patients Out of Time.  Mr. Byrne has co-produced the award winning video “Marijuana as Medicine” and 

consulted on other documentary projects to Warner Bros., “Bullshit”, Len Richmond Films, Jed Riffe Films and 

more. He has written articles, essays and opinion pieces for varied journals and publications including Kush 

Magazine, High Times, Talk of the Town, Medical Cannabis Journal and Teaching Yourself. He is continually 

quoted in cannabis articles and has been interviewed by dozens of radio and television stations.He is a consultant 

to several state representatives actively engaged in writing legislation to reform cannabis prohibition.  Byrne has 

been certified by the DEA as a medicinal cannabis expert.

He is a weekly co-host on the iHeart Radio network of “Healthy Mondays” (1PM EST) found at “Time4Hemp.com” 

and is co-host every Sunday (1PM EST) of “Cannabis Patients Out of Time”  both live radio with an audience of 

over two and a half million listeners.  Mr. Byrne is a retired Naval officer of 24 years service (Lcdr) with a logistics 

specialty concentrated in the special warfare/Seabee specialty. For 5 years he worked as an outreach counselor 

in Appalachia to Vietnam Veterans for the Agent Orange Class Assistance Program/VA and is a unique source for 

information concerning cannabis use for PTS affected Veterans.

Cdr. Byrne has co-founded Veterans for Medical Cannabis Access, a 501c 24, designated as a Veteran service 

organization. VMCA is responsible for the Veterans Health Administration issuing a Directive 2011-004 of January 

31, 2011 that allowed Vets in “legal” states and DC to use cannabis medically in VA treatment protocols. 

Please see: . .Cdr. Byrne is a principal in national study of US Veterans 

who use cannabis medically and legally in 21 states and DC.   Please see: .

www.Veteransformedicalcannabis.org

www.vptsmc.org

Meet the Time4Hemp

Network Hosts

Some hosts on the network open the call-in line.
CALL 1-567-314-2730  Password: 420420#
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http://www.celebstoner.com/

CelebStoner Interviews Willie Nelson by Steve Bloom    June 20 /14

Editor Note: Below is Steve Bloom's blog about his interview with country 

singer Willie Nelson, which happened during the June 20th LIVE 

broadcast of CelebStoner on the Time4Hemp Broadcast Network.

We caught up with  on June 20 for an interview on 

. The focus of the interview was Nelson's new album, 

. We also touched upon a variety of subjects related to 

marijuana.

 

SB - It's a good time for country music as far as marijuana advocacy, 

isn't it?

WN - I think so. I think it has a lot to do with Colorado and Washington, all the states that have 

legalized it. That's a big deal. I probably was one of the most surprised. I didn't  think it would happen in 

my lifetime, but here it is. The future looks good.

Have you been to Colorado since they started selling marijuana legally?

No, I haven't been there.

I read that the  contacted you to do a PSA about marijuana.

Yeah, we've talked about doing a couple of things. I don't know, I may or may not do it. I haven't 

decided yet.

What do you attribute to all these changes happening as far as marijuana laws?

One word: Money. There's a lot of money in selling marijuana. If you can do it legally, that's good. Why 

should all the criminals make the money? This is what people are thinking. If it's happening, if it's going 

to be legal, let's tax it and regulate it, like we do with everything else and make some money off this. I 

think that's one reason why people are talking this a little more seriously.

That's what you said when we started the . What kind of message do you have for 

Teapot Party people out there who are looking for advice from you about what the Teapot Party 

should be doing at this point?

Voting. Find out who in their area believes the way they do and vote for them. Get out and go vote. If 

it's the day to go vote, make sure you go vote before you burn one down. Don't get high and forget to 

vote.

You're supporting . You've faced some backlash because of 

her support of abortion. Have you felt any of this negativity from some people?

No, I haven't. Maybe some people feel that way, but they haven't said anything to me. She came out in 

support of medical marijuana. That was the issue. I'm not really familiar with the other issues.

Some states have legalized hemp. Are we moving in the right direction as far as making hemp 

available to people?

Yeah, we are. More and more people are finding out the benefits of it - hemp and marijuana. The more 

they delve into it and research it, the more they realize, 

Hey wait a minute, we should give this another look.

How's your biodiesel company, , doing?

Right now we're sending out trucks to a lot of the 

restaurants around gathering up vegetable oil and taking it 

to our plants and turning it into biodiesel. That's working 

very well.

As far as your personal smoking habits, are you 

vaporizing? Are you dabbing using concentrates?

http://www.celebstoner.com/news/celebstoner-news/2014/06/23/willie-

nelson-the-celebstoner-interview/

Willie Nelson The 

CelebStoner Show

Band of Brothers

governor's office in Colorado

Teapot Party

Wendy Davis for the governor of Texas

BioWillie
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No, I don't really like any of those things. But vaporizers are good for your lungs. 

Cigarette smoke will kill you. I never heard of anybody dying from marijuana 

smoke. Vaporizers I think are smarter.

Do you use a vape pen or an old-fashioned vaporizer?

There are a few of those little pens going around. I see them around California, 

those e-cigarette type pens. They're all right.

The latest thing is states are passing new 

. What do you think of that?

I don't think much of them. I'm not a huge advocate of edibles. There are people 

who do find it beneficial. There are kids who are benefiting from it medicinally. 

The Charlotte's Web folks - they've found ways to use it where it's helpful. As far 

as me personally, I don't do the edibles because it's a different type of high and I just don't like that.

When you go home, do you go to Hawaii or do you stay in the continental U.S.?

It depends on how much time I have. If I have enough time I like to go to Hawaii and hang out for a few 

days. or I'll go to Austin. I've got a couple of good horses down there I like to ride.

What's happening with your daughter ?

They dismissed that. The judge threw that out and took it off the record. She's fine.

How's the current tour going?

Working with Alison Krause + Union Station and  and these great musician and 

singers, it's really a lot of fun, we've had a good tour. I look forward to touring with those folks again 

one day. Kacey and I are planning on doing a song together, an old song I wrote called "You Sure This 

Is Where You Want to Be." We're going to do some recording together and that's going to be cool.

I hear you have another album in the works called December Day.

It's just with my band and my sister Bobbie. It's mostly me and sister with a little harmonica and a little 

bass in there. We're doing nine songs that I wrote and a couple of Irving Berlin songs - "Alexander's 

Ragtime Band" and "What'll I Do." It's coming out sometimes before the holidays, maybe October.

Your drummer Paul English was injured last year in a bus crash. How's he doing?

Everybody's fine. We've got a pretty good little band going. We're having some fun out here.

Steve Bloom's interviewwith Willie Nelson that aired LIVE on Time4Hemp June 20/14 

Casper Leitch 1991 interview Willie Nelson 

medical marijuana laws that don't 

allow for smoking

Paula's pot-bust case

Kacey Musgraves

http://www.spreaker.com/user/time-4-hemp/the-celebstoner-show-06-20-14_1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVMcbm-41-M
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Marijuana Should Be Sold To Kids Like Chocolate Or Cola
June 21, 2014    by Russell Barth

When we look at the science and history of cannabis, we see that it is safer than cola, 

coffee, or chocolate. When one considers that cola and chocolate products almost 

always have a lot of sugar in them, and coffee sometimes has sugar, we realize that 

cannabis is much safer. And when we factor in the myriad medical benefits of 

cannabis, we see that our public policy is downright absurd.

Anyone who says that sugar isn't a drug has never seen a kid eat a lot of sugar. Same 

with caffeine. But then I guess it is ok to have kids jumping around high on sugar… but 

not lying around laughing because they are high on pot…? That is a weird culture you 

have there…  In my opinion, people should avoid sugar and caffeine like poison, but it 

is also reasonable to suggest that letting a kid have a can of Mountain Dew or an Aero bar once in a while isnot a big deal. 

The problems come when the kid is doing it too often, and it leads to other problems like diabetes, obesity, dental decay, and 

stupidity.

Sadly, Canadian parents have dropped the ball over the past 30 years. With about one third of Canadians (of all ages) being 

obese, and another third being merely overweight, Canadian parents have – in my view – lost all of their “Hey, you can't let 

kids have that!” priviledges. I see them in the food courts and grocery stores, feeding their families garbage. I see their 

chubby, whiny brats as they have their sugar-crash in the department store or on the bus. I see them buying giant chocolate 

bunnies at Easter. The worst part is – they know what they are doing. It isn't like parents think McDonald's is real food, they 

know perfectly well that they are doing at least some harm.

Now, obviously no sane person wants to see little kids (or teens) lying around stoned on the lawn, all red-eyed and giggling… 

any more than we would want to see them all fat and lazy from junk food, or bouncing off the walls from too much caffeine. 

Responsible parents would teach and monitor their kids so that they would know how much chocolate, cola, or marijuana was 

enough, or too much.

As it stands now, we could literally sell pot from corner stores to any kid of any age, and they could not possibly have any 

more access than they do already. Just about any kid ofany age can find pot in Canada in under a day. There is a glut on the 

market. The more clever ones can even buy it on line.

Further, we are only talking about 15-20% (of the 10-18-year-old population) who are using pot more than once in a while, 

with maybe 3-4% who are using it weekly or daily, and a fraction of 1% who are doing it too much and having problems at 

home or at school.

That is nothing compared to the fifty to sixty percent of Canadian kids who currently have weight issues. The notion that 

allowing pot to be sold next to Hershey bars is somehow going to endanger the public is pretty absurd. Kids who want pot, get 

pot. No one has obeyed the law in decades. The kids who don't use pot now, will probably not start if the rules changed.

This raises an important question: If kids have ubiquitous access to pot now, and selling it in stores would not increase their 

access or the danger posed to them, then why bother? Why not just make it 18 and over like tobacco and booze?

Well, for a number of reasons. The most important reason is that if Old Man Corner Store doesn't sell your kid a clean pot 

cookie or a clean and bar-coded 2-gram baggie, some 20-something creepo will sell him something outside.

That guy deserves no customers. His product will likely come from some gang-grow, or his own crappy indoor or outdoor 

shwagg, and he will overcharge your kids, taking your hard-earned money and giving it to people who possibly also deal in 

who-knows-what?

Secondly, kids can smell hypocrisy a mile away, so telling them pot is too dangerous forthem, while adults use it like the 

health supplement that it is, will not sit well with them. Whether they want to use marijuana or not, they will resent being lied 

to, and especially sobadly!

Third, having police not bother with pot use at all will help restore some public faith in law enforcement. People of all ages 

have lost respect for police and even police work as a whole, because the police not only waste endless time and resources 

trying to stop pot from being grown and sold and used, but because they lie about it. They lie about marijuana, they lie about 

their busts, they lie about the merits of prohibition. They no longer deserve any say in marijuana policy, period. They lost all 

their privileges too. The only time a cop should be involved in a marijuana issue, is if someone stole some pot.

This raises another important question: If, in the future, kids have ubiquitous access to pot in corner stores like chocolate, how 

do we keep them from using it?

You don't. You teach them the facts, you instil in them a sense of moderation and humility and grace, and you monitor their 

behaviour so they don't get the chance to abuse pot any more than they would chocolate or cola. Keep them busy. Get 

involved in their lives. Give teachers the tools to teach to these issues honestly, and begin public information campaigns 

urging sensible use.  And no, you don't need to be a parent to figure that out. 
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http://russellbarthhasablog.wordpress.com/2014/06/21/marijuana-should-be-sold-to-kids-like-chocolate-or-cola/
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Our monthly analytics are ALWAYS incorrect – no matter how hard we try to get them right.  WHY? Media 
outlets understand that if you have 100,000 tractable listeners you most likely had  50,000 or more that 
were not tractable because most people listen to a program WITH one or more other people in the room.

The numbers also fail to reflect listeners at the many DIFFERENT websites that have embedded our 
Spreaker player onto their homepage. Some of our programs (like THE HAPPY HEMPTRESS HOUR) also 
simulcast onto AM/FM stations from the 'TIME 4 HEMP' live feed and those listeners are also not tractable.

Below are the TRACTABLE numbers that we can locate. PLEASE KEEP IN MIND that they are only a small 
peek of the big picture.

Issue 3, 2014   Joint Conversations • • 

July 20, 2014 (week 26 of broadcasting)
2,057 episodes that total 2,146 hours of content

Platform
Total of Spreaker/iHeartradio 138,653 – LISTENS                     3,084 - FOLLOWERS
     On Spreaker 128,471 LISTENS
     On iHeartRadio 10,182 - LISTENS
On SoundCloud 33,609 - LISTENS                                                 276 - FOLLOWERS
On Tumblr 3,432 - LISTENS                                                              79 - FOLLOWERS

SUB-TOTAL 175,694 – LISTENS                           SUB-TOTAL 3,439 – FOLLOWERS

Our numbers are lower this month since we no longer maintain an RSS feed in iTunes.
___________________

Twitter                                                                                          28,273 – FOLLOWERS

FaceBook PROFILE Page                                                             5,000 – FOLLOWERS
FaceBook Time 4 Hemp Page     6,168 – LIKES

YouTube 135,148 – VIEWS (which is ALSO equal to LISTENS)      808 -- FOLLOWERS
      

TOTAL LISTENS: 310,842              TOTAL FOLLOWERS: 37,520
___________________

T4H Website   55,760 HITS                  22,945 Visitors 

Time 4 Hemp Joint Conversations Webzine Subscribers = 278

https://www.facebook.com/Time4HempLIVE
http://www.iheart.com/talk/show/Time-4-Hemp/
http://www.spreaker.com/show/time_4_hemp
https://soundcloud.com/time4hemp
http://www.youtube.com/user/Time4Hemp
https://twitter.com/Time4Hemp
http://www.tumblr.com/blog/time4hemp
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It looks as if The Time 4 Hemp Global Broadcasting Network will be the MOST REPRESENTED 
broadcasting network at 2014 Seattle HempFest and the Portland HempStalk.  Many of the hosts 
on the network are also guest speakers and/or are attending one or both of these events.  Paul 
Stanford, Chris Conrad, Judge James Gray, Wolf Segal, and myself are guest speakers at both 
events and I've been informed that Tere Joyce, Anndrea Hermann, Lanny Swerdlow, Kevin Corn, 
Dr Beth Fisher and Jeremy Daw will be attending one or both events.  Paul Stanford and the THCF 
team have offered to share their tent with the Time 4 Hemp crew, so make it a point to let your 
audience know how to find us there.

We started new programs during the month of July.  
is now part of our Monday night line-up with a program called 
'News From The Front Lines'.He just finished spending over a 
year fighting the California court system and brings an amazing 
group with him to his series.  Dru West is 
adding 2-hours of music each week to the 
network with a program called 'The Coop' airing 
every Friday afternoon.  It comes on the heels 
of 'Hits And High Notes' with TJ the DJ and that 

4-hour block of smokin' tunes is a great way to kick the weekend. Dru is the 
author of '  and does his show from the middle of one of his 
gardens each week.

Every Tuesday and Thursday night, brings his creative spirit to 
the network with comedy skits, fun chatter and his original music that he is 
famous for.  Muck has performed for the HIGH TIME CANNABIS CUP and 
tours the world with his music.  Many of you might know him from his various 
television performances or may have smoked out with your friends while 
listening to one of his CD's. 

Our Daily Schedule is currently being re-vamped and returns next month.  In the meantime, 
please visit the Time4Hemp Schedule page found at:  http://time4hemp.com/time-4-hemp-
program-calendar to see what’s new and when your favorite show airs.

Joe Grumbine

West Coast Masters

Muck Sticky 

'
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http://the-human-solution.org/about-joe-grumbine/
http://www.westcoastmasters.com/
http://mucksticky.com/
http://time4hemp.com/time-4-hemp-program-calendar/
http://time4hemp.com/time-4-hemp-program-calendar/
http://time4hemp.com/time-4-hemp-program-calendar/
http://time4hemp.com/time-4-hemp-program-calendar/
http://time4hemp.com/time-4-hemp-program-calendar/
http://time4hemp.com/jointconversations/
http://time4hemp.com/
http://time4hemp.com/
http://www.hempfest.org/
http://time4hemp.com/time4hemp-show-hosts-archives/
http://the-human-solution.org/about-joe-grumbine/
http://www.westcoastmasters.com/
http://mucksticky.com/
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